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Essentially it’s not a generation gap -
it’s a communication gap

The generation gaps are today very evident. Currently we have the 
largest generation ever: the Baby Boomers (aged from their mid 
40’s and older) trying to connect with the Generation Yers, and the 
even younger Generation Z’s. Add in Generation X and we not only 
have alphabet soup - we have some serious miscommunication. 
While there is nothing as natural and seemingly simple as speaking, 
the misunderstanding that comes from our verbal communication is 
chronic.

You see we are all a product of our times, and heavily influenced by 
the culture, technology, and the social markers that were emerging 
during our formative years.  It is self evident that these were different 
for the Generation of the 1960’s (Baby Boomers), the ‘80’s (Xers) 
and today (Generations Y & Z).   

Description Born Age Pop’n (mill) (% of Pop’n)

Builders Before 1946 Sixty plus 3.5m 17%

Boomers  1946–1964 40’s & 50’s 5.3m 26%

Generation X   1965–1979 Late 20’s & 30’s  4.4m 21.5%

Generation Y  1980–1994 Teens & 20’s 4.2m      20.5%

Generation Z 1995 – 2009 Children 3.1m   15%

For more research on these generations go to: www.mccrindle.com.au

Today in schools, workplaces and households there is much 
enthusiastic speaking, and equally conscientious listening, but 
unfortunately not so much understanding.

To engage with them we must first understand them.  An important 
message (the “what”) must be preceded by an understanding 
of the audience or listener (the “who”) and this will shape our 
communication style (the “how”).

The old adage holds true: If they don’t understand the way you 
speak, then speak the way they understand! 

This lexicon is designed as more of a light-hearted snapshot of a 
new vocabulary rather than an in-depth analysis. However before 
we get to the slang there are a few features of the Gen Y and Z 
communication styles that we would do well to understand.

There are 4 main features of 21st Century communication: post-
literate, post-segmented, post-structural & post-logical.
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“today	we	have	enthusiastic	speaking	
and	conscientious	listening,	

but	little	understanding”

Ever since Johannes Gutenberg developed his printing press process 
in the mid 15th Century spoken communication has been influenced 
by the more formal and structured written communication. Also the 
literate, written, printed and published form of communication has 
been the more regarded and influential form of communication.  
However today we are dealing with a generation that has seen printed 
word morph into an electronic form. The online and web community-
created Wikipedia is more widely accessed than the printed 
Encyclopaedia Britannica compiled by the academics. An electronic 
document is perceived to have more currency (and therefore 
accuracy) than the printed page. Books give way to DVD’s. A written 
word is replaced by a PXT (picture text). A letter is replaced by a text 
message complete with emoticons J and new forms of spelling 4u2c.  

Spoken or written - not both

In the past the spoken word was a more relaxed version of the 
structured written word - but the same basic rules of grammar applied. 
This has now changed. For this post-modern generation these spoken 
terms are not intended to be written.  Indeed we had trouble getting 
many of the Generation Y respondents to write them down- as they 
never had. They may regularly ask “Whassup?” but it’s not intended to 
be written. And the answer: “S’righ’” looks clumsy when written.   

Meanwhile their written language has been adapting to their 
technology with the emergence of texting. Whether it is via the mobile 
phone, in the online chat room, instant message or in the email their 
written communication has been transformed.  If something is funny 
they may “LTM” (laugh to myself) or even “LOL” (laugh out loud) and 
if it is really good - who knows they may even “ROTFLUTS” (roll on 
the floor laughing, unable to speak). The point is that for the first time 
in the English language we have a growing dichotomy between the 
written and spoken language, NINKU (no I’m not kidding you).

We are now dealing with the first post-literate generation.

Multi-modal communicators:

We are not saying that they are illiterate (even though their grammar 
and spelling may leave some in doubt). Actually they are the most 
educated generation in our history with retention rates to Year 12 
over 80% and the majority going on to further study. It is just that 
the literate forms of communication alone won’t connect today. It is 
a visual world. They are a multi-modal generation and therefore we 
must communicate in a way to engage multiple learning channels. Yet 
when these 21st Century students fail to resonate with our 20th (or 19th) 
Century communication styles we say that they’ve failed education 
– when really it’s that education has failed them!
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“They	are	the	world’s	first	
global	generation	-	wherever	
they	are	on	the	planet	they	
are	logged-on	&	linked-up”
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“the	old	structures	
don’t	resonate	with	
a	new	generation,	
(‘cause	speling’s	ol’	
skool)”

“for	this	post-modern	generation	
these	spoken	terms	are	
not	intended	to	be	written	
meanwhile	their	written	
language	has	been	transformed	
through	txtng”		
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While schools structure learning by subject, they live life in a 
hyperlinked world. Their schools offer ICT and Technology as 
subjects yet for them technology is like the air they breath, it 
permeates everything. Formal lessons are delivered by a teacher 
to the students, yet they are experiential and participative.  We test 
academic knowledge and memory in examinations yet they, with the 
always-on internet, are living in an open-book world where they are 
only ever 20 seconds from any piece of information.  

It’s about fun:

As is evident from this lexicon their language aims to communicate 
content but also to be fun, engaging, cool, social, and creative.  
Only a generation that values fun can use language like “That guy’s 
banana’s” (cute) or “quick - call the wambulance” (said to one pitying 
themselves).

I was reminded of this gap between the mature adult world and their 
world of fun when reading an article recently in the Daily Telegraph.  
Under the headline “Denim banned from schools” was the statement 
“The West Australian government will ban jeans and other denim 
clothes from state schools from next year” – and the reason given 
by the education spokesperson: “Denim is associated with having 
a good time…and so has no place in our schools”. (Daily Telegraph 
30/1/06 p.2)

In the words of Gen Y: “Wot’s speling?”  You see we are dealing with 
a pragmatic generation focussed on outcomes and not processes. 
The old structures don’t resonate with a new generation. As they 
would say, “it’s ol’ skool bro’”.

From analytic & auditory to experiential & visual:

A structured and analytic approach to communication is helpful 
for auditory left-brain learners. And a generation ago this was the 
dominant learning channel. When the Dunn & Price Learning Style 
Inventory was developed in 1978 70% of high school students 
surveyed were “auditory” in their preferred learning style. While 70% 
of learners were not necessarily wired to learn in this structured 
auditory style, they had conformed to this style. For many in the 
1970’s the structured classroom and the “talk and chalk” teaching 
approach was the only style on offer. However this structured 
approach to communication is far less effective today for this 
technologically savvy, multi-media literate generation. In fact Dunn 
(1999) showed that only 30% of Generation Y is auditory.  Today 
70% are non-auditory learners, influenced by the visual nature of 
communication, and by kinaesthetic, collaborative and interactive 
styles.

Multi-modal communicators:

These multi-modal elements are clear in this lexicon. Their words 
are very visual “stop jawsin’” (bragging) “get your swerve on” 
(momentum, rhythm). Yet at the same time there is an auditory 
cadence and swing to their slang: “bling-bling” (jewellery), “no diggity” 
(no doubt) “fo shizzle” (for sure) and  “s’righ’” (it’s all right).

The more styles you use, the fewer listeners you’ll lose.
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We are dealing with the world’s first global generation. Wherever 
they are in the world Generations Y & Z are logged-on and linked-up. 
From Sydney to Shanghai, Melbourne to Madras, we are talking about 
a 21st Century generation who are influenced by the same movies, 
music, fashions and food. In this wireless world their technology knows 
no boundaries and nor do their blogs, chat rooms, friendships, and 
vocabulary. Therefore you will notice some distinctly Aussie words like 
“devon” and “maggot” (sorry about the bad image) alongside clearly 
American terms like “hooptie” and “jawsin’”.  

A culturally diverse and generationally diverse lexicon:

Not only is their language culturally diverse, it is also generationally 
diverse.  You will find herein some words popularised by the Boomers in 
the 60’s (“that guy is lush - totally bananas”) along with Xer words of the 
80’s (“this band’s majorly sick dude”) all used without any cringe factor at 
all.  You see “ol’ skool” is cool! (Although don’t dust off the skivvies and 
platform shoes just yet.)

“a	generation	ago	70%	of	students	
were	structured	auditory	learners,	
today	they	comprise	just	30%”

www.mccrindle.com.au
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The new generations have grown up in a fast moving, ever-changing 
society. Consequently they place more value on speed than accuracy.  
Information changes and is outdated very quickly anyway.  As futurist 
Leonard Sweet notes: there are 100,000 different research journals 
published internationally every month - each filled with new findings 
replacing the old. He states that the half-life of an applied science 
degree today is 6 years. So if facts come and go, then from their 
perspective it is more about virtual reality than scientific method. The 
age of reason, debate and evidence has been replaced with one 
of perspective, perception, and experience. In the words of Marc 
Prensky, they really are Digital Natives while the rest of us are Digital 
Immigrants. Sure we can all use the latest technology - but we apply 
our structured thought and adult processing to it. 

However Generation Y (and Gen Z in particular) are shaped by 
technology almost from birth. Their first language, worldwide is a 
technological one. This is evident in their communication. Recently 
in one of our focus groups I asked a 16 year-old how he deals with 
mistakes and bad choices in life. His response: “It’s simple - you just 
hit the “undo” button”.

They think in hyperlinks, they multi-task, value speed over 
accuracy and they absorb information from multiple sources.  

Now this way of thinking is not well suited to traditional logical 
communication.  Here are just two features of this post-logical 
language: it is contrarian, and contradictory.

Contrarian:

For Generation Y and Z the meaning of the word is often the opposite 
to its connotations. For example if you are described as a “winner”, 
“hero”, or “legend” - it ain’t good. Alternatively if you are referred to as 
“sick”, “ill”, a “freak” or “dog” then be encouraged - this is a good thing. 
This new style of communication may seem confusing to you, but to 
them it is “dope” (good) in fact it’s “the bomb” (very good)!

Contradictory:  

Aristotle’s Law of Non-contradiction states that something cannot be 
something and it’s opposite at the same time. Well Aristotle was never 
introduced to Generations Y and Z.

Many of their words not only have multiple meanings - but opposite 
ones.  For example:

•  A “banshee” is someone good, whom you like, but can also mean 
someone annoying whom you dislike.
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•  “Oh shut up” can mean as is obvious: stop speaking. However 
it is often used to say “are you serious?  Tell me more.”

•  “No diggity” can mean “no way” (no) or it can mean “no doubt” 
(for sure, yes).

A final word on the methodology:

To compile this lexicon we surveyed Australia’s Generation Y and 
asked them for key words that they use - and the meanings. We 
used both a written and an online survey and the words herein 
have come directly from these teenagers and 20-somethings. We 
have also included a few contributions from adult researchers 
who have defined some words that they hear used regularly by 
Generations Y and Z.  And as for the cynical editorial comments 
used throughout: we take full responsibility.
 

“information,	facts,	and	their	words	
change	quickly.	It	is	estimated	that	
the	half-life	of	a	science	degree	is	
6	years	-	and	the	half-life	of	today’s	
slang	is	even	less”

“it’s	not	that	they’ve	failed	
education,	it’s	that	traditional	
education	has	failed	them”
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a’ight
adj. (Pronounced “ite”) All right. “See you at 9am tomorrow, a’ight?”

ab 
adj. Weird, strange – as in abnormal. “My olds have gone totally ab 
on me”.

all that
adj. Of a superior nature; wonderful or attractive. “That boy is all 
that.” “That song is all that and a bag of potato chips!” 

ax
v. Ask “Let me ax you somtin!” 

bananas
adj. Hot, cute, adorable. ”That guy is bananas.”

bent
adj. As in warped. A skewed impression of reality. “You got me bent, 
I ain’t like that.” 

betty
n. An old school term for a girl/lady “Man, look at that fine looking 
Betty.” 

bitchin
adj. Totally awesome, unbelievable or exciting. “The surf is really 
bitchin.”

bite it
v. To trip or fall down, usually hurting oneself. “Did you see Bobby 
bite it when he was trying to hop that rail?”
 
bling-bling
Jewellery - especially someone wearing a lot of gold jewellery. 
“Check out John’s bling-bling!” or “John’s blinging it!” (Yep, with Gen 
Y it’s the blokes who are blingin’ it)

blow
v. To leave or depart. “Let’s blow this joint.” 

the bomb
n. A mid nineties term for the best. A great thing or situation. “That 
song is the bomb!” “He drives a bomb but his stereo is the bomb!”

bootie 
n. Someone’s posterior. 

boyakasha
adj. An expression of delight. Something very good

cool wit dat
exp. Cool with that.

core
adj. A universal suffix meaning totally, completely. “That 
band is sick core”

cracking
v. To question what someone is doing ”What’s 
cracking?”

da hood 
n. The “neighbourbood” or a certain part of town. “Meet 
me in da hood at 9 tonight” 

dang
interj. Express disappointment or surprise. “Dang 
Richie, you said you’d be there man!”

dapadan
n. The leader, the man

dat 
pron. That 

devon 
adj. Nothing to do with smallgoods! If something bad 
happens, “it was devon”. Can be reduced to dev.

dip out
v. To leave. To quit. “Hey Baz, I’m gonna dip out.” or 
“Man, he dipped out of there fast!”

dis
v. (derived from “disrespect”, although some insist it 
comes from ‘dismiss’) To disrespect. To insult. “Yo . . . 
why you dissing me?” 

dog
n. A friend. Believe it or not, this term is complimentary. 
“Hey dog - good to see you!” Can also mean to leave 
someone behind. v: “we dogged him”

dope
adj. 90’s term, still used to describe good, or appealing. 
“Check out his dope ride!” 

down low (or D.L)
A secret. Not public information. “Dave just broke up 
with Shazza . . . keep it D.L.” 

dude
n. A retro term, yet still widely used when referring to a 
friend or a person in general. Can be used to refer to a 
male or female (Like the word “guys”).

E_class
n. A really expensive car (as in Mercedes) “Smithy is 
ridin e_class”.

emo
n. An emotional person or a descriptor of someone into 
emo (emotional) music.

flamed
v. A type of cyber-bullying. To be digitally dissed- 
usually in an online chat room. Can lead to a flame war.

foo
n. (derived from fool) A friend. “Whassup foo?” 2. An 
insulting name for someone. “What you lookin’ at foo?”.

fo shiz
exp. For sure. Sometimes “fo shizzle” or “fo sheezy”. 

freak 
n. 1. an amazing athlete. 2. a very good looking person. 
A “hottie”.

fully 
adv. A response in agreement with a statement. Often 
compounded with other terms. “That’s fully awesome”. 
“That’s fully sick”.

G
n. (Derived from “Gangster”) A name for anyone you 
would associate with. A name when greeting a friend. 
“Whassup G?” 

gel
1. v. To connect or to get along with. “She and I really 
gel.”  2. v. To be consistent with. “What you’re sayin’ 
doesn’t gel wit me”.

get your swerve on
To get into a rhythm. To achieve a positive momentum. 
When playing basketball, if your team does well you 
can say “Now we got the swerve on!” (pronounced 
“shwerve”).

bro
n. (derived from brother) Can also be “braw” or “boo”. A 
friend or close acquaintance. “Whassup bro?” (except, 
expressed in an Aussie accent)

buggin
v. Acting strange “Why you buggin?” 

bunk
1. adj. Really bad or aggravating “Dad told me to go to my 
room. He’s so bunk!” 2. adj. something boring, stupid, etc. 
“This town is bunk, there’s nothing to do.”

bustin’
v. (derived from “busting”) Executing an action, usually 
flawlessly, that takes skill. “Check out Dominic. He’s 
bustin’ some phatty moves!” 

butta 
(from butter) n. The good stuff. “Now that’s the butta!”

call the wambulance
exp. To cry about nothing important. To exaggerate. To 
bring on the violins.

chat
adj. Disgusting, wrong, not very nice. “That sandwich 
looks chat.”

cheddar 
n. Money. “He’s got phat cheddar.” (Money is also “grain” 
or “cheese”. 

cheezin
v. Smiling. “Why you cheezin so big?” (Its probably the 
cheddar!) 

chillin 
v. To simply “hang out” with no purpose or reason. 
Q. “Wassup?” A. “just chillin, a’ight”.

clownin’
v. To make fun of someone. To joke around. “Man, you 
clownin’ on me?” 

cool
adj. Sometimes “coo”. Now here’s one you will find in 
the Macquarie dictionary. If you don’t know what “cool” 
means, you’re either buggin’ or clownin’.
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ghetto
adj./adv. 1. Something undesirable. “That place is ghetto”. 2. Acting out of control 
or just trying to receive attention. “Mel, stop acting ghetto!” 

giggan 
v. (derived from “gigging”) 1. Dancing. 2. A generic verb used for an assortment of 
activities. “I’m just giggan it here with my friends!” 

grill
n. A person’s teeth or smile. “Man, you better shut up or I’ll bust yo’ grill!” 

grip
adj. A large quantity, a pile of. “He’s got a grip of cheddar.” 

haten 
v. Derived from “hating.” To do bad things or say bad things to someone. To 
express dislike. “Why you gotta be haten on me?”

hecka
adv. Used in conjunction with another word as an intensifier. Examples include: 
hecka-cool, hecka-stupid, hecka-crazy, or hecka-funny. “He dissed me a hecka 
times.”

hold up 
v. (Pronounced hole up) A phrase used to get someone to wait, as if to say “Wait, 
hold on a second.”

homie
n. Originally referred to the music “sub-tribe” of “home boys”. Now it just means a 
friend or companion. “Whassup Homie?” 

hooptie 
n. A large, 1970’s style American car. An old beat up car (with a minimum of 
100m2 of interior!) “Here comes Billy in his hooptie!” 

hottie
n. Used to describe good looking guys or girls. “Check out that new kid, he’s a 
hottie!” 

hussy
n. A mate or friend. “My hussy and I are chillin”

iced out
adj. wearing a lot of jewellery. ”Check out all that bling-bling, you’re iced out!” 

ill
v. Cool, in style, “Dazza is lookin’ ill tonight - totally sick!” (and he is  not unwell at 
all).

I’m out 
Derived from “I’m out of here”. Something to say when leaving. “I’m out - I’m 
blowin this joint” (or could just say bye!)

I’m straight 
To declare that you are alright in your current state of being, as if to say “I’m cool,” 
or “I’m good already.” Used instead of, or with “no thankyou”.

indie 
adj. From independent.  Originally limited to “indie band” but now can describe 
anything anti-commercial and anti-establishment - or at least pretending to be!

in the house
adj. Not in an actual house but at a present gathering or location. “My man Will’s in 
da house!” 

it’s all good
adj. Something said to express that everything is under control and fine. Usually 
rebutting an accusation. “Justin, are you trying to thieve some of my CD’s?” “No 
man . . . quit trippin’! It’s all good!” 

jacked
v. 1. Thoroughly annihilated. Messed up. “Man, the barber jacked up your hair - 
what happened. 2. Stolen “Billy, what happened to your car, did it get jacked!” 

jawsin’
v. Lying. Exaggerating. “Shut up Dave. . . you be jawsin.” 

jigga 
1. n. A gigolo; someone who’s got a way with the ladies. “Yo, whussup jigga.” 

kickin’ it
v. To relax, usually with ones friends. To merely exist, usually with no work 
involved. “Where are you going Billy?” “Just kickin it with my friends!” 

kippers
n. A term popularised by Demographer Bernard Salt.  Used by the Baby Boomers 
to describe their stay-at-home-forever Gen Y children. KIPPERS is an acronym: 
Kids In Parents Pockets Eroding Retirement Savings!

later 
v. (derived from “see you later”) Something to say when leaving, and you want to 
sound cool. Instead of saying, “Dad wants me home by 11pm, so I have to go now”  
You can pretend to be cool by saying “later”.

lifer
n. Someone suspiciously enthusiastic about working in a dead-end job.  “The dude 
is just doing time- he’s a cash-harvester!”

let’s roll 
v. A phrase used to express that it is time to leave, or it’s time to act.

the lick
adj. The best. “Man, those new shoes are the lick!. ”See “the bomb”.

www.mccrindle.com.au www.mccrindle.com.au
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lush
adj. nice, cute, adorable.”That guy is lush.”

mad 
adj. Meaning good, or cool.  adv. To have a large 
amount of. Extreme. “Check out Michael, he’s got mad 
skills!” 

maggot
adj. To be extremely intoxicated. “Dave’s an idiot - he 
got maggot last night” (Ok so we’re being optimistic).

majorly
adv. Extremely, totally. “It was a majorly weird 
experience!”

messed up
adj. Awesome, good, cool. So “that is some messed 
up party”- is a compliment. Whereas if the party was  a 
“winner” or “heroic” this would of course be negative 
because - well don’t worry about it!

moo
adj. Bored. 

munter
adj. (originally from monster) An aesthetically 
challenged individual. In other words a hecka ugly 
dude.

my bad
n. An apology or excuse. Sorry, my fault. Also used to 
as a statement of miscomprehension. “Sorry, my bad. 
Can you repeat that”

nah-uh! 
interj. 1. An exclamation of resistance. “Pick up 
garbage? Nah-uh! Not me!” 2. Expression of 
amazement or awe when someone shares a story of 
something incredible. “Matto won $1,000? Nah-uh!” 

netiquette
n. The unwritten etiquette of the internet. Breaking the 
online netiquette in a chat room may result in being 
YELLED AT, dissed, or worse: flamed.

no diggity
Derived from “no doubt”. Therefore it can mean “no 
doubt” ie. definitely yes. It can also mean “no way” ie. 
definitely not. (and it can probably mean everything in-
between!)

old school
adj./adv. Anything that is old, but not necessarily bad. In reference to music, it 
may be referring to “the good ‘‘ol” music. “I love Nirvana - ‘cause old school’s 
tight” Or can mean outdated. “He so old school”. As always, context is 
everything with Gen Y.

oh shut up!
interj. Exclamation of ssurprise. “We won?… oh shut up!”

pez out
v. Hang out with your friends. Interestingly, over a dozen Gen Y terms have 
been identified which mean to “hang out”, but none have yet been found which 
mean “to work with great diligence and commitment”.

phat
adj./adv. (pronounced “fat”) Very good, cool, top notch. “His Beemer is phat!” 
Also used as acronym, Pretty Hot And Tempting. 

phatty
adv. (pronounced “fatty”) Incredibly good. Usually in admiration of a feat or trick. 
“That 360 was phatty!” 

pill
n. A football, or basketball 

pimp
adj. Very admirable or desirable. Extremely good. “Check out his pimp ride!” 

put that on
v. Asking for or verifying authenticity. Like asking “you swear?” or “Tim’s got a 
new car? Put that on?” “I put that on!” 

putting me on blast 
To be publicly disciplined or to have someone raise their voice at you. Similar to 
“putting someone on the spot.” “Why was that teacher putting me on blast?”

puff
adj. Something good, excellent or appealing. Something solid and lasting (as 
opposed to something which dissipates quickly or is light and fluffy like...puff ) 

rasta
n. As in Rastafarian.  Non-complying, independent types (who wear dreadlocks 
under their large yellow, green and red hats - just like every other Rasta!)

rat
adj. Ugly, dirty, cheap, no class. “He’s rat”

recognise
v. (pronounced reh-cug-noise - think Kath & Kim!) To respect. “Boy you better 
recognise!”

regulate
v. To take an action of enforcement. To punish or hurt. “Man, if you don’t stop 
buggin I’m gonna regulate!” 

ride
n. Someone’s mode of transportation. A car. “Check out his phat, mad, puff, 
pimp ride!” (Ok we’re overdoing it)

roids
n. Steroids.  “Jake’s really bulked up – but we reckon it’s gotta be roids”. 

rollin’
v. Chillin’, hangin’ out, goin’ with the flow. “I’m rollin’ wit da homies”. Can be 
Australianised to: “I’m rollin wit da blokes and sheilas”

salty
adj. To have a bad attitude towards someone or something. “Don’t be get’n salty 
with me.”

say my name!
An exclamation used to intimidate or used for celebration. If your team just 
scored a try you might yell, “Say my name (insert belittling noun here)!” 
Alternatively you could just cheer.

scam
v. To get freebees or discounts- a key ambition of Generation Y! “It was a great 
careers expo because there was heaps of stuff to scam”.

scrap
v. To fight 

scrub
1. n. Someone undesirable. “Man, I ain’t hangin’ out with them scrubs!” 
2. v. To trip or fall down, usually hurting oneself. “Did you see Bobby scrub when 
he was trying to hop that rail?”

sherbet
adj. A descriptor of something excellent or pleasing. I mean why say “that’s 
good” when you can demonstrate just how cool you are by saying “that’s 
sherbet”.

shot
adj. Meaning that was right, or that was hot. Used positively to acknowledge 
something good.

sick
adj. Used to describe an extremely good trick in an extreme sport “That was a 
sick ollie braw!” (could also say “that was some ill ollie” but don’t say it was an 
“unwell ollie”) By the way if you have no idea what an ollie is you’re better of 
sticking with the OED.
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slammin’ 
adj. Awesome! Outrageous! “That’s a slammin’ outfit.”

smak
n. Untruth, negative, usually derogatory, comment or conversation about (or to) 
another person. “He be talkin’ smak ‘bout me.” 

sound
adj. Cool, great, well liked. (Nothing to do with logical argument) “Sure Jimmy is 
flaky - but at least he’s sound”.

spent
adj. Tired. “Man, I’m spent.” 

sprung
adj. To be obsessed with, usually in an amorous fashion. “Vanessa’s so sprung 
on Todd, he’s all she talks about.”

s’righ
adj. Derived from “it’s alright”. Everything is okay, no problems. “J.T., you want me 
to help you with that?” “S’righ.”

step off
v. An exclamation warning someone that they had better “back off”.

sticking it / nailing it
v. Pulling off a feat or trick. Landing a trick on a board, motocross bike, etc. “Did 
you see Nathan sticking it out there on the wake board?” 

stoked
adv. A skater or grunge term for extremely happy. “Did you see that trick? I’m 
stoked I landed it!” 

straight up
adv. A phrase uttered in the midst of any sentence when no other cool sounding 
words come to mind. Similar to the old slang word “totally.” “He just straight up 
told me that he straight up liked me!” “Oh, straight up!”  

sweet
adj./adv. The super-cool pronounce it “saw- wheat”. A 90’s term for very good, 
excellent, usually followed by the ubiquitous “as”. “His 4WD is sweet as!” 

taxed
v. To borrow or steal. “I taxed my brother’s ipod”.

that bites
adj. A derogatory phrase. Uttered when possibly unfair or unfavoured 
circumstances are taking place. “We drove all the way to the beach for a surf but 
it was closed due to a shark sighting.” “That bites!” 

trippin’
v./adv. (derived from “tripping” - as in hallucinogenic trip) To do something that 
others find strange or bizarre. “Girl, why you trippin’ . . . he ain’t all that!” 

true 
adj. A phrase said to express agreement, as if to say “I agree” or “good point.”

wacked
adj. No good. A bad situation. “The new Big Brother rules are wacked!”

we’re up
v. Something said when it’s time to depart. “Hey we’re up!” So now you can 
“blow”, “dip out”, “roll” or “up”. (Or you could be very boring and just “leave”)

whassup 
Derived from “what’s up?”. Sometimes just “sup”. How are you going? Good to 
see you. (Must be said with several fingers extended, both hands crossing in 
front of you, a tilt of the head and in a fake American accent).

whitebread
adj. A term to describe something as plain, traditional, non-diverse.  To a global 
generation that has known nothing but cultural and gender diversity, something 
that is too “vanilla” or “whitebread” can be viewed as surreal, and even boring.

whoop
v. 1. To beat up. “You mad doggin me? I’ll whoop you so bad your cousin will 
cry!” 2. To beat someone in a sport. “We whooped their team 16 to 6!” 

wig out
v. To become fearful, or to lose control of one’s emotions.  “He lost the plot, 
dropped his bundle- he totally wigged out!”

word up
adj. To affirm “that’s the truth” (in a Baptist church they just say “Amen”)

who’s your daddy!
Not a question of paternity! An exclamation of victory or retort. A cry bellowed 
after a recent win. After dribbling past an opponent and scoring in basketball, 
yell “who’s your daddy!” 

y’mum
A comeback used in general conversation. Often used in a comical, rather than 
an offensive way. Baz: “your’re the one who go us lost”, Shaz: “y,mum!”
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Mark McCrindle, Social Researcher MA, BSc. (Psychology), QPMR

Mark McCrindle was trained as a Psychologist 
and he is a specialist in analysing generational 
changes, demographic shifts, and social trends. 
His recent research into the global Generations 
Y & Z have led to him presenting to clients and 
conferences across Australia and the Asia Pacific 
including China, Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, 
and Fiji.

Mark is an expert researcher and qualified with 
the industry’s highest accreditation: Qualified 
Practising Market Researcher.  He graduated 

from the University of NSW with a BSc (Psychology), and he has 
completed a Masters degree majoring in Social Trends.  He is the 
Director of the research agency McCrindle Research, a consulting 
trainer with the University of Sydney and an adjunct lecturer with Edith 
Cowan University.

His company’s blue chip clients include Toshiba, Westpac, AMP, 
Commonwealth Bank, David Jones, Alcan, Cadbury Schweppes, 
Sportsgirl, Mercedes Benz, Toyota, Red Rooster, American 
Express, State Street, Flight Centre, Scania, AXA, Austereo, 
Mirvac, Drake International, Wesfarmers, LG, St George Bank, 
Fairfax, ANZ, Accor, MLC, Australia Post, Komatsu, Woodside, 
ExxonMobil, Tyco, BlueScope Steel, Hudson, Telstra, Optus, & 
NAB. 

If you are interested in communicating with the new generations 
you are not alone.  Some of our most popular presentation and 
workshop topics include:

• Communication Skills for 21st Century audiences.
• Educating & Engaging with Today’s Students.
• Speaking and Presenting in the Workplace.
• The classroom of 2020: what teachers & trainers need to know.
• New Generations at Work: Bridging the communications gap.

If we can be of further assistance with a research project or a 
presentation do let us know.
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Thanks to our bananas group of Gen Yers for sharing their messed 
up responses to our survey:

Russle Phillips, Jeff Hendry, Alioth Poon, Aron Phillips, Michelle 
Stalgis, Daniel Stephenson, Rebecca Tracey, Carla Louise 
Villarante, Jennifer Austin, Alex Gutherie, Nicola Wiggins, Ben 
Ogden, Meg Squires, Lisa Dogao, Jodie Haines, Guy Hutchence
Katrina Djurdjevic, Ash Carroll, Dot Betham, Gabrielle Modica, 
James Buddle, Caitlin Allsopp and Ashley Gatte.

Thanks to Jonathan McKee for his excellent work in this area. 

If you would like to contibute to the next edition of Word Up please  
send us your words: wordup@mccrindle.com.au.

About this publication

Copyright © 2006 McCrindle Research

While McCrindle Research asserts copyright ownership over this 
paper, it is made avaliable in good faith to other organisations 
or individuals to use or distribute in part or whole with proper 
attribution.

McCrindle Research Pty Ltd
P: (+61 2) 8850 6099 
F: (+61 2) 8850 6299 
E: info@mccrindle.com.au
www.mccrindle.com.au

Postal address:
PO Box 7702
Baulkham Hills BC
NSW 2153 Australia

Office address:
Lexington Coprorate
Level 8, 32 Lexington Drive
Norwest Business Park
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1  Seriously Cool: Marketing & Communicating with the Diverse Generations 

2  Finances for the Under 40s

3  New Generations At Work - Recruiting & Training Gen Y

4  From Builders & Boomers to Xers and Y’s

5  Engaging with 21st Century Graduates

6  Generational Diversity at Work

7  Word up - a Lexicon of Generations Y & Z and A guide to how to communicate with them
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To acccess these 

complimentary 

reports simply visit 

our research page at 

mccrindle.com.au

http://www.mccrindle.com.au/research.htm

